
Fitting Instructions for Cool Out Hammock for VW T2 Bay                    Part number: C9040 

Included in the box: 

1x hammock canvas 

4x brackets 

4x spacer washers 

4x 2cm length screws 

4x 1.5 cm length screws 

2 x male hammock bars 

2x female hammock bars 

 

How to fit the hammock 

Please note that the  Cool Out hammock bars will fit the original VW Westfalia bay window 

support brackets without any modification. If fitting to a westfalia the holes may have been 

predrilled ready for the installation of a hammock. 

The hammock bars are telescopic and therefore can be placed at any height desired. Please  note 

the canvas when installed should be drum tight and  sufficient room should be left below the bars, 

so that when a child is placed in the bed there is sufficient room to clear the steering wheel and the 

top of the dashboard. Placing the hammock too high may restrict the area in which a child may 

sleep. 

Step1: 

Mark and drill the holes for the brackets on the A pillar (windscreen side surround).The lower hole 

should be no less than 11cm from the top of the dashboard. The bracket must be installed at angle. 

See photo (Front Bracket at Right Hand side A pillar) 

 

 

Repeat the procedure on the other A pillar checking the measurement from the top of the dash 

board. 



Step 2: Attach the brackets to the A pillar. On the lower drilled hole place the spacer between the A 

pillar and the bracket attach the bracket using the longer 2cm length screw provided. The 1.5 cm 

screw is for the top hole in the bracket. Repeat the procedure on the other A pillar. 

Step3:  Measure and drill the holes for the B pillar bracket. If seat bulk heads are in place an accurate 

measurement can be made from the top of the bulk heads, the bottom hole should be drilled no less 

than 13 cm from the bulk head top. 

The brackets must be installed at angle. 

See photo (Rear Bracket at Right Hand side B pillar) 

 

Step 4: Attach the bracket and spacer using the 2 cm screw to hold the spacer in place. Repeat the 

bracket installation on the other B pillar. Check all screws are tight. 

First time Hammock assembly 

 Step1: Unfold your new canvas and place on a flat surface. 

Step 2: Slide the male hammock support bar inside the female hammock support bar. Repeat this 

process with the other two bars. 

Step 3: Slide each hammock support bar through the canvas. Make sure the hooked ends face 

inwards to the middle of the canvas. 

Step4: Roll up the canvas with the hammock bars threaded through the canvas. 

Attaching the hammock to the brackets. 

Remove the headrests (if fitted). 

Attach the hammock support bar to the brackets on the A pillar (wind screen surround). Unroll the 

canvas and attach the hammock support bar to the B pillar. 

Handy tips 

 If there is built in furniture present near the bracket attach that side first. 

Pull the seat belts slightly forward as they may obstruct . 

Check the security of the hammock to brackets before placing an object on the canvas! 

 


